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STATES or MRYONIUH ~:rTHIN TilE IlAUl:ON FAMILylt 

.i C. F. Chewlt
:t 

Service de Physique Th60rique, C.E.N. Saelay 
II.P. n02, 91190 Gif-sur-Yvelte, France 

ABSTRACT 

'Duality argumerits for the existence of baryonium stntes are revie~led and 
'related to the baryon-antibaryon potential DIOdd. After Ii di'scussion of 
qualitative features anticipated for the baryonium spectrum, present 
experimental indications are compared to theoretical expectations .• 

j. 

INTRODUCTION 

'What do I Olean in my title by a state of "baryonium" ? I refer to a particle 
whose couplin!\ to baryon-antibnryon (BB) channels is substantially larger than 
to channels made up entirely from "normal" mesons (here to be calle~ 
particles) like Ii, K, p, Klt, f, etc. I do not consider an ~1 particle like the 
f to be a stnte of baryonium because its P,iicoL!pling5 aTe not especially 
larger than its 1-1:1 couplings. }I particles \:hose masses lie above the BB 
threshold will lead to resonance poles in j;~ amplitcdes, but the residues of 
these· pol.e~ will correspond tei l,ighly inelastic resonances. I am instead 
·interested (and this whole conference has been interested) in a type of 
'particle that someho\</ bears a special relationship to BU. 

."-'hy might we expect such states to exist ? 1 shall approa(:h this quc:stion 
through a concept that is currently recei.ving widespread attention : -the 01Z 
selection rule associated ,,·itll the names of Okubo, lizuka and lHeig (I). The 
physical ideas underlyin;: my talk have been discussed in various forms for 
the better part of a decade, but I shall follo~1 ;; particularly simple line of 
thought developed in a recent p"per by Rosenzw"ig (2). References to relaLed 
earlier work may be found therein. The argumentation will not be rigorous b:lt 
it ~lill, hopefully, illur.linatc such connpctions as that between the concepts 
of baryonium anc! charmoniuiU. The OIZ mechanism, invoked by theorists to 
explain the narrow \~idths of the' J-ql particles, will be seen to be the same 
as that which dictates a special relatbnship betw<!en J!B ch:mnels and the 
family of particles that has be'~n the concern of this conference. 

DUAL IJJAGRA}lC; 

The lan~,uabe of Rl'senz,."ig' s :1q~ument involves planar dual diagrums. Hcsons .,nd 
baryon,: l1l:1y he discussed tll.~cLl\l'r in dll.,l diagrm:1 language if one Sllilabty 
:lIlgllll·.llU: the u:;ual di;I"l'iJ!n b(·llll.iaries. J In;,y remind you that boundaries of 
pl:lilar <liar-rams ill'(' not~cpar;lldy lIl;llIifcst<·d ,11; pari jeles, bllt these 
---_ .. __ ._-----------------------
:k This w,'rk was slll'l'l'rtL'd in 1':1I'l hy lh,· U.S. E,wrgy Hes<'arc.h alld Ill'Vl'lol'illC'llt 
i\dmini;:t rat jdn. 

:t.:t l'rl'!;,'nl .iudrv~;!; : L:l\.,.I'l'IH',,' l~I.'.l"k\..'lvy 1.:lhl. l l",llol"y, !~\.!rkl\l(!Yt Calif. 9/11:~O 
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'boundaries provide a convenient bookkeep inc system for' internal quantum· 
numbers. Ordi.nary (N) mesons arc diacrmnnllltically indicated by oriented 
planar surfaces(ribbons) 

> 
< 

i . 
. --whose boundaries may be thought of as carrying different flavors : isospin, ·.·4 

strangeness, charm, etc. States such as TT, p. w, f correspond to boundari'es 
that ca·try only isospin. States such as K, Klt have one bouncJary with strange
ness .and one wj.thout, while states like 4> and f' have both boundaries 
carrying strangeness ; even though the net strangeness is zero. For many 
purposes one may associate quark terminology with the boundaries. DeSignating 
a quark with zero strangeness, cha~, etc., by qo' the diagram representing 

'a pion would be 

f .. 
) 

I < 
I 

If the strange quark is q3' the diazrarn representing a K would be 

fJ 
~ 

( 

1. 

• : while that representing the 4> wculd be 

fJ 
~ 

.: 
. , 

States of charmonium are those whose two boundaries each carry charm 

) 

< 

To discuss baryons in this language, we need boundaries that in effect carry 
baryon number. Using the general symbol Q for such a boundary. the diagram 
representing a nucleon would be 

(In qU:ll'k tel'nd.lIoJor.Y, Q might be ch:lraclprl7.C'd as an "antidi'lu:lrk", hut for 

/. 
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most of our l'urpos"1' i.l wj 11 suffi.ce mcrdy to emphnsize the connection of Q 
boundaries wllh h.~ryoll number). Onc immediately cuesscs that the stales to 
be cla~si[i(>d as "b.lryonium" arc of the typ" 

Qo 

',,:But why an, such stntes necessary? To understand their necessity, we must 
c:consider the dia,gr ll!!lffiatic representation of reaction amplitudes. 

:r'<~ ,. :ei.,"' ,.J 

;(A reaction with ,t';"Glrit:\tomi~g and ',t~10,. outgoinL: partkles may be represented 
'~Jtj,ough the planar·du-iiidiagr~m ', .. 
~i, 
~~F, 

the nature of the boundaries being determined by the particle types. For ~u 
elastic scattering, all four boulldaries would be of the type qo' For uK 
scattering, three boundaries would be of the qo type while the remaining one 
would be of the type Q3' By "stretching" the diagram appropriately one 
llruoediately identifies the nature of the resonances in the amplitude. Thus in 

<XX elastic scatt~ring one sees stales of the qoqo type in one "channel and 
'states of the q3q3 type in the other channel : 

" 

These two sets of resonances may be d~scribed as "dual" to one another. Either 
,set, taken alone, cun be used to represent the entire amplitude. 

Since meson-baryon clastic scattering shows many of the regul~rities associat
ed with dualily, it is natural to attempt a dual diagram representatioa. For 
exampl'e, ~N scattering corresponds to 

" 

*. ~ QD 1 f· ),--, /( ~ 

< '/ fo " ~, ~ 

Qo 
bnryon resonances ~ 'being 

'10 
scattering? The pbnnr dual diagram here is 

, ~ 
dual to M p:lrl icles .:-- ' I~hat about BII clastic 

qo 

-land now we sec the need for baryonium s't~tes., :'. 

-: Q. ),i~;~ 

• < 

dual to the ordinary M mesons. Since 1969 theorists havc been calling for 
:baryonium in the namc of dunlity. 

States of ba'ryonium are somet imes characterized as "exotic" since they cannot 
be classified as qq in quark language. The adjective "exotic" is too vague for 
'our purposes, however, so I shall avoid it. The baryonium nomenclature, in 
contrast, tends to ring helpful bells in the mind. Let me limDediately relate 
the concept of baryonium to the OIZ rule. Recall Ioow this rule works for the 
4> mesonll'. 

The small coupling of the ¢ to nonstrange particles is associated with the 
impossibility of. constructing a planar vertex that couples a 
q3 qo 
~ type state to states whose boundary diagrams are of the type~. By 
q3 ,- qo 
contrast, the decay 4> ~ KK is fully allowed : 

In a similar way charmonium states are allowed to decay into charm-anticharm 
pairs but have a selection rule agaim;t decay into non-charmed particles. To 
the extent that dual diagrams can be used to describe states of baryonium we 
expect the latter particles to avoid decays that do not lead to baryon
antibaryon combinations. The allowed (planar) mode of two-particle decay is 
representable as 
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Thc mech'mlf,1l1 inhihitin; .. dc'c,,>, c[ LarY(lnill1ll inLo M mesons is similar to that 
which slahjlj;:cs charlllollium an<.i L1.e q. meson. In each of these situations one 
is dcalin;: ,.,ilh :In c7.omp)e of the OIZ rule. The OIZ rule cannot be exact, it 

• bcing denwllstrablc that unitarity de'm:lnds so:ne viol.ltion, and in recent times 
one has begun lo model its breaking thou!;h non-planar linkages such as 
(3,4,5). 

--., - } . 

"""""-',.-," 

.. 
i 

, fo 
7T 

,+ 
I 

The breaking may be severe at low energy, but as the energy increases a sign 
oscillation associated with the twisted links tends to suppress non-planar 
graphs. This systematic damping of twis~with growing energy has been 
described as "asymptotic planarity" (3). The mass of the ljJ turns out to be 
sufficiently large that its relatively small probability for np decay can be 
understood through such a mechanism. The still narro,,'er widths of charmonium 
states arc supposed to be associated witli their higher masses. 

Forbidden decays of baryonium mediated by non~lanar graphs such as 

.. ~I '----:: I~ 
f~ 

are conjectured to be weak to the extent that the baryonium mass is large. 
It is difficult to be confident about the accuracy of the OIZ rule for 
baryonium because the baryon spectrum exhibits, at least at low energy,a high 
degree of non planarity. (Even within the M family of mesons the OIZ pattern 
is non-uniform, the 11' being much less planar than the 4>, although the masses 
of these two particles are similar.) But the discovery of narrow states such 
as the S()935) is lending experimental support at long last to the concept of 
baryoniulO. 

Tiffi BS POTENTIAL MODEL 

Baryonium states have for many years been motivated by a potential model of t'he 
nucleon-ant inuel con inlerac t ions, employing the same meson exchanges that have 
successfully described clastic nucleon-nucle'on scattering.A conscientious 
review of this work by Dover m~y be found in the proceedings of the previous 
conference in this series (6). Wh:lt is the connection between the potenti.:!l 
model and the b:lryoniulll st:ltes th.1t J h:lve denote<.i as ~ ? The followlllr, 

~ 

Qo 

two equiv:t)cnt dUillity d lngr.:ltn~ for nIT e]a:;tic scal tn ing show th:lt the 

G., 

" ~ I )0·1 E 
~ E ~ r. 

~ 
( 

qo -I 
I 

mesons exchanged between baryon and antibaryon, which build up the usual 
potential, are dual to the states Q,,~ • In other words the bound sta'tes 
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M 

. ~. 
and resonances emerg1ng from a potent1al model based on exchange of n, p, W, 
etc may be identified with the states that we have here designated as 
"baryonium". 

i 
I 

Although the potential model is a non-relativistic approximation, for baryonium 
states ncar the Bn threshold the approximation would seem as well founded as 
the entire subject of classical nuclear physics. One may further be reminded 
that the 6(1232) resonance was originally "understood" through a TIN potenti:ll 
like model (the static model) and only later recognized as a member of a 
q 
~ family. Both points of view - dual model or potential model - have some 

degree of validity, each illuminating a different side of the physics. There 
is no need to make a sharp choice between these two different models, or even 
to say that one is more "fundamental" than the other. 

.I draw attention, nevertheless, to an ambiguity in the potential model that 
has not received adequate emphasis. This model, taken alone, docs not 
convincingly explain the small probability for baryonium to decay into 
ordinary ~esons (i.e. into "annihilation" channels). Whl should con~unication 
withch:lnnels such as pp be less important th:ln with BB ? It is sometimes. 
said that~if the BB orbital angular momentum is large, the centrifug:ll barrier 
screens the "core" region where anaihilation takes pl.:!ce. But when examined
closely, such an argument is seen to beg the question. General principles only 
justify the concept of centrifugal barrier at distances large compared to the 
range of nuclear forees where the different channels do not mix. From the 
multi-channel point of view,one must ask why the potential should in effect 
tend to be diagonal? Why are non-diagon:ll elements·unimportant, such as those 
th:lt couple BB to pp ? The superficiai answer is that such elements have a 
short r:lnge, since they are associated with baryon exchange, but where 
resonances or bound states occur the nuclear force must be strong enough to 
overcome the centrifug:ll barrier. The argument that short-range interactions 
are less important than long-range interactions is then not persuasive. The 
puzzle that I am, emph.1sizing here has recently been illustrated by Myhrer and 
Thomas (7), using all explicit model. The pu?zle will become especially severe 
if it turn:; out that £'=0 nll' bound states (below the Bn threshold), are narrow 
even t;hough there is no centrifugal barrier. 

lis a further indicotion th.1t amhiguities exist from th!: potentLll model poillt 
of view, wo:! m3Y be re'min<.ie<.i th'lt early work with the Ril potential modl~l tended 
to 'associ:\te tlw 1>0uIl<I slates with ord;,nary H meSOIlc,. From the cquiv;Jlent dual 



diagram;, 

:-------<---
1. I 

·····r 
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the modern statement would be that if an attempt were made to descri'be M 
mesons as nil bound states the generating "potential" would be due to exchange 
of the baryonium family of particles. If such particles all have masses above 
IGev there would be no distinction on the basis of force range between 
diagonal and non diagonal components of the po£ential, so the generated bound 
states could bear no special relationship to BB. Thus, with duality as a 
guide, it is possible to achieve a distinction between M particles and 

,baryonium states within the potential point of view. But' without duality the 
distinction is difficult to make clear. 

QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF THE nARYONIUM SPECTRUM 

The spE:ctrum of baryonium states has repeatedly been aiscussed on the basis of 
a nuc1eon-antinuc1eon potential model (6). l-lhat additional light can be shed 
,by the dual model? Let us begin with isospin considerations. 

The simplest set of Qo boundaries must include isospin 1 in order to accomodate 

the 3/2 'isospin of the f:, in a ~ picture (the qo boundary carries isospin 

,1/2). It then follows that .at l~ast some baryonium states should be grollp2d in 
approximately - degenerate I = 0,1,2 multiplets (8). (An analogeous effect for 
M particles is, the approximate I = 0,1 degeneracy of p-wand f-A,.) Since 
nucleon-antinucleon channels cannot have 1 = 2, the dual picture-sharply 
reminds us of the existence of such cha~nels as N~, Nt:, and ~, which have to 
be included in a potential model if I = 2 states of baryonium are to be 
achieved. The higher threshold of such channels provides a basis for their 
neglect but at the same time is a reminder that the energy interval in which 
quantitative results from a nucleon-antinucleon potential model are beli.evable 
is ~o more than a fe\~ hundred HeV around the NN threshold. One would not be 
surprised by a few-hundred HeV splitting between 1 = 2 and I = 0, I but a 
s~aller s~litting is quite co~ceivable (from th~ p-w, f-A

2 
preced~nt). In the 

NN potentlal model, as emphaslzed by Dover and l>.Bhana (9), approxlmate 1=0,1 
degeneracy is anticipated for many levels, although not for all. 

We can try to say something about angular momentum, parity and charge 
conjugation if we associate with Qo boundaries not only isospin 1 but ordinary 
spin I, and then adopt the naive spin-orbit composition rules that work 

qo 
reasonably well for the low levels of the~ p:lrticle spectrum. In the l:ltter 

'10 
c:lse one has total spin S =0,'1, parity (-I)i+1 and charge c'Onjugation syuuuetry for 

neutral states (_I).l+S. }o"or bary~nium we h:lve S = 0,1,2, parity (~I).l and 
charee conjugation s)'lUl"etry (-I) +S. Corresponding to R,= 0 there are 
consequently three positive-parity baryonium states with JPC = 0++, 1+- and 
2++. The cOIUlllunic:lling nuclcon-:lntinucleon channels would be 3Po ,IPI and 

J 'j 
1'2 (or ).'2)' f(·spectivcly. III potential Illude! c:llculations, low-lying bount! 8 

sLaLea have lOll'; I)(,l'n predicLed in Lhese channels. 

·Passing to the .l = I levc1sof Lhe planar dual model, one expects seven stnt"s, 
three b\!int.; Hegge recu rrellces a lung (exchan[;('-degenerate) traj ec tor ies lha t 
started at the R. = 0 level, while four arc the first members of new 
trajectories. Tab! e I lists the R. = 0,1 levels nai.vely expected in the 
ptanar: dU;ll model. ' 

'-.,,-~' 

.. 'TABLE I : The 9. = 0,1 states naively expected from a planar dual model where 
each boundary carries I = 1 and ScI. 

Total spin 

o 

2 

J 

o 
1 
2 

I 

{! 
{~ 

p 

+ 
+ 
+ 

c Communicating NN channel 

+ 

+ 

Notice that the ~~ state do~s not communicate with any NN channel. Here is 
another re:ninder that a potential model based on NN channels alone is not 
completely equivalent to the planar dual mode1. 

EXPERIHENTAL INDICATlm:S 

What, support for such a baryonium spectrum can presently be drawn from 
experiment? Working up from the bottom, a conceivable candidate fo'r' an 
I = 1, 0++ baryonium state with mass 1255 HeV and width 80 NeV has recently 
been reported by Cason et a1 (10). Since there exists already the 6(970) with 
tbese quantum numbers, the new particle seems superfluons for the Mspectrum. 
Furthermore, since the 6' (1255) communicates with R. = 0 KK and nn channels, 
its relatively narro\~ width is difficult to understand in the absence of a 
special selection rule like that of OIZ. Of course, to place the 6' convincin~
ly into the baryonium family, one needs evidence that its Bn couplings arc 
larger than its couplings to ordinary mesons. Backward-production experiments 
have been searching diligently, so far without success,for new mesons with 
prominent BE couplings. A spill 0 meson of mass> 1 GeV, however, has relatively 
little phase space [or production. 

In the planar dual-model picture one anticipates I = 0, and perhaps I = 2, 
partners of the 6' if this is indeed a state of baryonium. The leO level 
mny' be slightly lower, for reasons I shall explain below, while we have 
already discussed the expectation that I = 2 states Clay be sever:ll hundred NeV 
higher. 

Although th~rc ex.ists no direct indication of the J = and J = 2 baryonium 
states with R. = 0, l'vidQnce h:1S been found bv Dash and Navele!: (II) rot: t1w 
trnjectory th:lt pas~l's tltcou!jh the 2+, C =' + state \.·ith I = O. From a 



variety of consi,h'r"LioIl6 olle eXJlects thi.:; to be the highest [(Cggl' trajectory 9 
in tlie b:trYlllliutn rami ly. III 'lIlalY7.ing clastic nuClf:lIn-IIUeleoll ,md meson
nucleoli p()J;Jri~aLilln m"a1;urclllents, lJash :llId Navelel found a rapid cnerr,y 
dependcncl! in the nucleon-Iluclt,on case th .... t is much less prominent ill the 
meson-nucll:on cu,;e. They inferred therehy a trajectory with inrcrccpt ncar 
- 0.5 Ll.,ll i5 couvleu 1I10re' strone1y to nucleons than to pions and kaons. 
(Girardi and Nave] ct (12) subsequently estim.1ted the r .. tio of TIn to NN 
coul'lin~s as 1/5). A conjecturl,d p.1tt.ern for the leading I = I baryonium 
trajectorj(,S is shown in fig. I. The I '" 0 pattern should be similar at large 

. t and perhaps also the 1 '" 2, although the latter is expected to lie 
substantially lowel'. Near t = 0, however, a substantial deviation from the 
simple planar pattern is expectt,d for the I '" 0 baryonium trajectories. The 
mechanism described in (ref 3), tends to shift I '" 0 states of baryonium and 
mix theln with Mstates (13). Leading even signature natural-parity baryonium 
trajectoric,s might be expected to be shifted upw.1rd ncar t '" 0 by '\, 0.5 units 
of J, on the basis of the shifts of corresponding M trajectories. 

Baryonium states with J " I, odd parity and odd chargE' conjugation, that 
communicate with the photon, first appear at the 1 = I level. The S c 0, 

.1 = 1 state has precisely these quantum numbers (which. communicate with 3S 1 
and 3DI nucleon-antinucleon channels) so onc expects to find this state in 
e+e- production experiments. According to the potential model, the mass should 
be relat ively low, well below NN threshold, but Rosenz\"eig has pointed out 
that a literal antidiquark interpretation of the boundary Qo suggests ~ small 
coupling of this state to the photon (2). He argues that the 1 =1 QoQo 
"wave function" will be depressed at the origin because of centrifugal 
repulsion~. The cross section for production in e+e- collisions might 
correspondingly be less than for producing M particles which are 1 c 0 
configurations of qoqo' 

.Note that, of the remaining six 1 = I QoQo configurations in table I, four 
communicate with nucleon-antinucleon D waves. It is thus reasonable that 

. several of the levels observed at moderate kinetic energy in nucleon

.antinucleon collisions should be NN D waves. 
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